
Thank you 

The Blackwood Engineering Trust 

We would like to thank you all at the Blackwood 

Engineering Trust for your support over the past year. 

Your generosity has meant that young wheelchair users 

in South East Wales have continued to receive the right 

equipment for their needs; the chance to develop the 

skills and confidence to secure employment; and the 

opportunity to make and keep new friendships. I hope 

you enjoy reading of how, together with our partners, 

we’ve adapted to continue to be here for disabled 

young people and their families. 

In the midst of the fear and uncertainty surrounding the 

coronavirus pandemic, each day seemed to bring news 

that was worse than the day before. In March last year 

we took the tough decision to suspend all face-to-face 

delivery of our services, based on the advice of the 

government. The cause for concern was and still is 

justified. However, as in most major disasters, tragedies, 

and public health emergencies, there were reasons for 

hope, and even optimism. They were hard to see, but 

they were there and we saw them. 

We want to highlight the activities we were able to 

deliver and share some of the stories that we 

encountered during an unprecedented year. We remain 

tremendously grateful for the support of the Blackwood 

Engineering Trust in the past which will have helped set 

us up for success at a time when many of our funding 

streams were impacted by the pandemic.  

717 
disabled children received 

adapted mobility 

equipment or repair and 

maintenance support. 

2,300 
attendances across our 

young people’s services. 

“Thanks to you, my son Harrison got his 

wheelchair at just the right time. It really has 

made things so much more bearable, when 

everything else is so difficult right now! 

Harri absolutely loves his new wheelchair and 

gets excited taking it for our daily walks. He 

has already clocked up 140 miles in it! 

Thank you so much for making this possible 

for him. Warmest wishes to you and your 

loved ones.”  

2020 IN NUMBERS 



A CLINICAL SERVICE IN A PANDEMIC 

Whizz-Kidz has run a clinical service for the 30 years 

since our foundation. Since 1990, we have provided 

adapted wheelchairs and other mobility equipment, 

reviews, and repair and maintenance support to disabled 

children aged 2-18 years old. We know there’s no one 

else doing what we do.   

Over the past year, families with disabled children have 

been facing a difficult situation with little support. For 

them, having the right wheelchair matters more than 

ever. As a result of your generosity, disabled young 

people in South East Wales have continued to receive a 

high quality clinical service, taking home bespoke, life-

changing equipment, and receiving repair and 

maintenance support.  

As you know, we were forced to suspend the service in 

March 2020. However, our dedicated team worked 

quickly to develop a safe model for relaunching the 

service.  

Our therapists began screening and assessing cases from 

the start of June. We ran our first clinic in July and 

prioritised equipment handover, reviews and less 

complex cases through August.  

To keep everyone safe at face-to-face clinics, we’re now 

seeing slightly fewer children, with bigger gaps between 

families to allow time for cleaning and changing PPE 

between appointments.  

In 2020 we were able to run 10 clinics in Wales, 

providing equipment, repair and maintenance support to 

42 local disabled children and young people. We also 

launched a pilot project that offers mobility equipment 

to Welsh young people aged 18-25. 

It’s really important to staff that we don’t take any risks 

with vulnerable children, so as well as introducing 

measures at our face-to-face clinics, we’re also delivering 

some equipment remotely.  

Thanks to some fantastic innovation, the team have 

completed assessments by video with 20 children, before 

delivering equipment straight to their door! Our 

engineers then remotely guide families through any final 

adjustments they can make at home to ensure the 

perfect fit.   

The  support of our partners has enabled disabled 

children and families in Wales to get through this 

difficult time a little more easily.  

DELIVERING 

Zachery, 10 

Zachery has quadriplegic cerebral palsy. This affects all 

four of his limbs. His legs have very high tone. This 

means they kick out in front of him if he has to put too 

much effort into pushing his wheelchair himself. 

We saw Zachary at home for his initial assessment. We 

did it outside to keep everyone safe. We also used a 

lot of PPE, particularly when we had to get close to him 

to take measurements and make adjustments on the 

assessment chair. 

The wheelchair arrived from the manufacturers at the 

beginning of November. We planned a handover clinic 

for late November, but then the country went into 

lockdown again. Both Zachery and his dad are very 

vulnerable. Therefore, we had to cancel the clinic as 

they were both shielding and plan another way of 

getting the chair to him. It needed to be set up 

carefully, as it had a special seat cushion and back rest; 

a tricky operation. Fortunately, mum agreed to set it 

up.  

 

We packed it into a box and sent it to the family. 

Sarah, our therapist, arranged a handover video call 

with Zachery and his mum the day after the equipment 

arrived. 

Sarah explained to mum how to fit the backrest onto 

the chair and put the cushion, push handle and head 

rest in place. She instructed her on how to make the 

armrests higher and the foot board lower and tighten 

all the straps. Mum was a natural! 

Zachery sat really well in the chair. He then pushed it 

around the house for Sarah to see. His feet didn’t kick 

out at all and he was very happy with it. He couldn’t 

wait to use it at school. 



A SERVICE ONLINE 

Young wheelchair users already disproportionately 

experience loneliness and isolation. That is why, during 

this unprecedented time, we adapted our approach to 

meet their needs.  

Since mid-May 2020 we have been providing vital online 

support for young wheelchair users in South East Wales. 

The programme of clubs, weekly catch ups and skills 

development sessions brings young wheelchair users 

together from across England, Scotland and Wales. They 

can continue to see and speak with their friends and take 

part in activities that will develop confidence, 

independence and skills which will serve them in the 

future. They will be more resilient and more able to 

manage challenging times like these. 

We deliver online activities via Zoom. They are shorter 

than face-to-face ones, as video calls require more focus. 

This makes them more exhausting. We also limit the 

number of young people who can attend each activity. 

This ensures that everyone can fully take part and gain as 

much from the activity as possible. If a high number of 

people express an interest in attending, then we 

organise multiple sessions. This ensures that everyone 

can take part. 

We have made the activities as varied as possible to 

appeal to as many different young people as we can. 

Online activities, among other things, have included: 

 Computers and stop motion animation;  

 Recycling, upcycling and sustainability; 

 Animal encounters;  

 Wheelchair skills and travel training;  

 Exercise sessions such as dancing, yoga or pilates 

 

DELIVERING 

‘Thank you all at Whizz-Kidz for the 

fantastic zoom clubs you have put on 

during this really tricky year. James 

looks forward to his weekends so 

much with these activities.’   

‘‘Thank you to you all for putting on all 

these clubs these past few months. I’ve 

seen a massive change in myself, 

behaviour and attitude; a positive 

change since I have been doing all 

these activities with you all.’  

 

Take-up of the activities in 2020 was 

incredible; 758 attendances at 120 

events across our young people’s 

services in Wales. 



FOR THE FUTURE 

The coronavirus pandemic has led to widespread job 

losses. No one knows what the long term impact of the 

pandemic on their job prospects will be. Young 

wheelchair users  will face the double whammy of being 

early career workers during a recession, as well as the 

existing barriers disabled people face trying to find and 

sustain work.  

We switched all of our employability offerings online to 

ensure young wheelchair users continue to have access 

to the skills and learning they need to seek employment 

or further education. 

In 2020, we organised more than 27 employability skills 

days and work placements for 61 young people in Wales 

thanks to support such as yours. 

PREPARING 

Whizz-Kidz is the working name of The Movement for Non-Mobile Children. Company limited  
by guarantee. Registered in England and Wales (No. 2444520). Registered charity number 802872. 

“It helped me to realise that I like to be 

creative with information and I liked how the 

work made me think outside the box with my 

ideas. I think I would like to create my own 

products or write creatively for companies or 

myself.” 

TRANSFORMATION DIGITAL 

We realized that to support all of our new online 

activities, we needed a website that was capable of 

handling  video resources, activity packs, and 

information that would help signpost young people to 

relevant content. 

We brought forward our plans to revamp our website 

with the needs and wishes of young wheelchair users at 

its heart. 

Despite the difficulties of filming during Covid, we 

produced over 40 videos, produced a set of motivational 

talks, and written content based on the wishes of young 

wheelchair users and their families. 

We encourage you to visit the website and see the 

incredible resources for yourself  by scanning the code 

below. 

 

On behalf of everyone at Whizz-Kidz, young wheelchair users and their families, we would like to thank you so much 

for your wonderful generosity this year. I hope you have enjoyed reading how your support has enabled young 

people to receive the vital equipment they need during the pandemic, as well as access online activities that have 

been a lifeline for so many. You have helped enable young disabled people to develop confidence, independence and 

access opportunities to reach their potential for years to come.  Thank you for making this possible. 

THANK YOU 


